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ABSTRACT

The data analysis of blasting sites has always been the research goal of relevant researchers. The rise of mobile
blasting robots has aroused many researchers’ interest in machine learning methods for target detection in the
field of blasting. Serverless Computing can provide a variety of computing services for people without hardware
foundations and rich software development experience, which has aroused people’s interest in how to use it in the
field of machine learning. In this paper, we design a distributed machine learning training application based on the
AWS Lambda platform. Based on data parallelism, the data aggregation and training synchronization in Function
as a Service (FaaS) are effectively realized. It also encrypts the data set, effectively reducing the risk of data leakage.
We rent a cloud server and a Lambda, and then we conduct experiments to evaluate our applications. Our results
indicate the effectiveness, rapidity, and economy of distributed training on FaaS.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, in the era of big data, various industries are collecting and analyzing massive amounts
of data to further improve production or service efficiency. For example, using deep learning in the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [1] or healthcare system [2]. In the field of blasting, planning
blasting operations by analyzing data from blasting sites can significantly improve blasting quality and
ensure human security. Today, mobile blasting robots [3–5] are usually used to place explosives instead
of manual operation at blasting sites. Accurately identifying the work site within a complex blasting
environment stands as the fundamental and indispensable initial phase for a mobile blasting robot.
In the demolition blasting scene, there are thousands of blast holes in the buildings to be demolished.
Without accurate identification, it will be impossible to accurately judge the explosive quantity and
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placement position, leading to excessive consumption of blasting materials and a significant increase
in potential security hazards.

Among many dangerous tasks, mobile blasting robots need to quickly analyze the data of the
surrounding environment, such as detecting surrounding objects, so that they can sense the danger
source in advance and alarm the explosion event. Deep learning methods are widely applied in these
fields. Object detection [6] has always been an essential topic in image processing. Recently, object
detection research has been developed rapidly with the development and broad application of deep
learning. As machine learning is introduced into increasing fields to solve problems, it has become a
consensus to solve the problem of object detection through machine learning. For example, using
machine learning to solve the problem of image segmentation [7], image super-resolution [8], and
3D object detection [9]. However, training deep learning models is a typical computing-intensive
task, which often requires the support of hardware devices with parallel capabilities. Therefore, many
machine learning participants refer to cloud computing for computing power to train deep models.

Recently, serverless computing [10–12] has emerged as a new paradigm of computation infras-
tructure, which can support large-scale and elastically expanded data analysis and has been offered by
major cloud service providers (e.g., AWS Lambda, Azure Functions, and Google Cloud Functions).
By implementing the training tasks of deep learning models on the serverless platform, more deep
learning practitioners without hardware facilities can use cloud power to complete the training for
complex models. Many developers favor serverless computing as it lifts the burden of provisioning and
managing cloud computation resources (e.g., with auto-scaling). Therefore, training machine learning
(ML) models using serverless infrastructure has also attracted increasingly intensive attention from
academia [13–15].

However, there is still a long way to go in training deep learning models using serverless computing,
mainly due to the following three challenges. The first challenge is that cloud computing providers are
not necessarily trusted. Still, the data for model training is private or valuable, so data owners are
unwilling to expose the data to the cloud platform. When data utilized for model training is uploaded
to a third-party platform, the security of such data becomes a paramount concern for its owners.
The common solution is that users can adopt federated learning [16] or methods based on hardware
encryption [17]. The second challenge is the gap between the demand for memory, network bandwidth,
and other resources required for model training and the resources provided by the cloud computing
platform. In the ML training process, the memory consumption increases with the model size and the
activation size, and the latter is proportional to the batch size. Today’s serverless platform, e.g., AWS
Lambda, offers up to 10 GB of memory for a serverless function, often falling short for training with
large batch sizes. The third challenge is that a large amount of intermediate data will be generated
in the training process of the ML model, which requires high communication ability to transform the
intermediate data. Serverless functions have minimal communication capability that does not meet the
growing communication demand for training ML models. Moreover, serverless functions lack direct
inter-function communication capability, making recent serverless-based training frameworks resort
to two-hop communication via intermediary cloud storage such as Amazon S3.

Our work attempts to train machine learning models for object detection in blasting sites on a
serverless platform to solve the above challenges. We solve the problem of data security and model
volume through two main approaches, namely, data encryption and distributed training. In the process
of data set partitioning, the image data is encrypted and then uploaded to the public storage service,
which solves the data security concerns. Our critical insight is that we can split data into partitions and
disperse them to multiple Lambda functions for training. Distributed training can effectively reduces
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the platform’s memory requirements and thus enable large-volume object detection model training.
Moreover, data parallelism can also effectively reduce the communication burden in training. On the
basis of distributed training, we implement a parameter server architecture for distributed training
using serverless computing to address the communication challenge, ensuring a cloud-native machine
learning training solution.

To measure the overall performance of our application, we configure relevant environments on
AWS Lambda and AWS EC2. Then, we train different models on the platforms and record the
indicators, such as the loss in the training process, the Intersection over Union (IoU) for the test set,
and the estimated cost. We also verify the efficiency and security of our encryption algorithm when
compared with other commonly used encryption algorithms. In short, we make the following main
contributions:

• We design a distributed training application for object detection tasks in blasting sites, which
can assist the blasting operation with cloud computing resources.

• We implement the training application in a serverless computing manner based on the AWS
Lambda platform, which can realize data transmission and synchronized distributed training on
Function as a Service (FaaS) and provides enough memory (up to 10 GB per Lambda function)
for classical Deep Neural Networks (DNN) model training.

• We propose the idea of applying AES encryption for slice data when the data set is split and
uploaded to the public bucket, which effectively reduces the risk of user-sensitive data being
exposed when it is stored on a third-party platform.

• We extensively evaluate the overall performance of our application. The experimental results
show that our application can train ML models more quickly, economically, and safely while
approaching the performance of full data set training.

The paper will be presented in the following order: In Section 2, we will introduce the overall
architecture of our designed application, the implementation of distributed training, and the applica-
tion of encryption algorithms. In Section 3, we will introduce the evaluation of our designed method.
In Section 4, we will summarize and analyze relevant studies. In Section 5, we will give a conclusion
of this paper.

2 Design

We implement a prototype FaaS-based Machine-Learning application built on Amazon Lambda
for object detection. In this section, we will first introduce the overall design of our application and
then introduce two important components: an effective distributed method to train models on the
serverless platform and an encryption algorithm to guarantee the security of the training data set.

2.1 Overview
Challenges. When developing the distributed Machine-Learning training application for blasting

data models on a serverless platform, we mainly consider two challenges: (1) distributed training
method and relevant techniques, and (2) data security.

The current FaaS infrastructure does not allow direct communication between stateless functions.
It only allows functions to read/write intermediate state information generated during the iterative
training by using specific storage channels. Therefore, we should design our distributed training
method, consider the synchronization between functions, and realize intermediate data communica-
tion based on this situation.
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The original blasting data is usually confidential information of enterprise or military background
units. When conducting data training on a third-party serverless platform, encryption of the original
data must also be considered.

Framework. Fig. 1 shows the framework of the application. Before executing the application, users
need to open related services on AWS in advance and deploy the application on the AWS lambda
platform accordingly. The user first submits the specified configuration (data set location, common
bucket location, training model, model parameters, etc.) to the trigger function. Then, the trigger
function will split the data according to the number of workers and start the workers’ function to
conduct distributed training and aggregation of the net. Each running instance is a function running
on AWS Lambda. The training data is partitioned and stored in S3, a distributed storage service in
AWS. Each worker has a copy of the partition of the training data set in its local temporary storage.
After training its network weights locally, a worker will upload it to the public bucket. Specific workers
pool and aggregate the network weight according to the data set size.
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Figure 1: The framework of the application. The training process corresponds to the job execution
part. The Train Engine is the corresponding functional module of the distributed training we wrote
for the workers in the application

Job Execution. A training job in our application has the steps below:

1. Partition data and trigger workers. The trigger function reads the configuration parameters
entered by the user, splits the original data set according to the number of workers, uploads the
partition to the specified public bucket, and calls the functions of workers deployed on AWS
Lambda by Function Invoke.
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2. Load data. Each worker loads the corresponding partition of training data from S3.

3. Calculate weight. Each worker uses PyTorch to create the specified ML model and the allocated
split training data and local model parameters to calculate the model parameters after this
iteration.

4. Upload weights. Each worker uploads its model weight to the designated S3.

5. Aggregate weights. Based on the idea of average pooling, the model weights of all workers
considered the intermediate state are aggregated by obtaining the average value of each worker’s
weights to generate the global state of model weights. Note that the aggregate progress is
conducted in a synchronous manner because each worker has similar performance, and the
data set is partitioned equally.

6. Update model. Each worker reads the merge status of model weights from S3 and updates the
local model with this status. If the number of training iterations or loss requirements is not
met, return to step 3 and run the next iteration.

2.2 Distributed Training
It is a popular research direction to deploy Distributed Deep Neural Networks (DDNN) to

stateless serverless platforms for efficient and easy training. In the general process of deep neural
network training, a large amount of intermediate data will be generated. However, an efficient
distributed training method must be devised to operate within constrained function running time,
involve temporary storage of data exclusively during function execution, and preclude communication
between functions on a serverless platform. It is necessary to solve how to implement the optimization
algorithm and complete the aggregation of data when realizing the distributed training of the deep
learning model on a serverless platform.

Data Parallelism. For given data set D and loss function J, each iteration of the training process
can be represented as:

θ (t+1) = θ (t) − εJ(θ (t), D(t)) (1)

In Eq. (1), t represents the t-th training iteration, θ is the model weights, J(·) is the loss function, ε is
the learning rate. Distributed training means that computing and storage requirements are distributed
to multiple training devices, and data parallelism is a parallel strategy to solve this problem. The main
principle of data parallelism follows the principle of Single Program Multiple Data, that is, the training
task is divided into multiple processes (devices). Data set D is partitioned equally into n parts, and the
i-th worker holds the partial data set Di(i ∈ [1, n]), n is the number of workers. Each process maintains
the same model parameters and the same computing task but processes different batch data. In this
way, the data and calculation under the same global batch are split into different serverless instances,
thus reducing the pressure of calculation and storage on a single instance. The t-th iteration of the i-th
worker can be represented as:

θ (t+1)

i = θ (t) − εJ(θ (t), D(t)
i ) (2)

In the scenario of object detection, the loss function is set to IoU, which is computed as follows:

IoU = P ∩ G
P ∪ G

(3)

In Eq. (3), P is the predicted area, G is the real area. There are many ways to realize data
parallelism. The data parallelism of this framework is based on Distributed Synchronous SGD, which
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is the implementation method of data parallelism in the current mainstream deep learning training
framework.

Distributed SGD. Due to the success of deep neural networks, stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
may be the most popular optimization algorithm in the world today. When implementing SGD in
a distributed way, we consider the following variant: gradient average (GA). We divide the training
data evenly and let one worker take charge of one partition. Each worker runs a small batch of
SGDs independently and in parallel while sharing and updating the global ML model in case of
synchronization barriers set by users (for example, after one or several iterations). The update mode of
the global model is the difference between the variant we designed and other distributed SGD modes.
GA updates the global model in each iteration by collecting and aggregating updated gradients from
Workers. GA updates the overall model weights as follows:

θ (t+1) = 1
n

n∑

i=1

θ (t+1)

i (4)

For most multi-layer ML models, this method of updating the global model is applicable.

A FaaS-Based Data Aggregation. We design a data aggregation communication scheme using the
persistent storage service (S3) provided by the AWS platform as the storage location of intermediate
data. The entire communication process contains the following steps:

1. Each worker is an aggregator, so the model weight of the iteration will be divided into the
number of workers.

2. Workers upload the weights of the areas in their charge to S3 for temporary files.

3. Workers download the weights uploaded by other workers in their charge from S3.

4. All workers read the merged model weight data from S3.

5. All workers will refresh their local models with the information read from the merged file and
then enter the next iteration or exit the training after reaching the set requirements.

2.3 Security Guarantee Algorithm
AES encryption algorithm [18] is the most popular computer encryption algorithm. Because it

uses the same key during encryption and decryption, it belongs to the single-key encryption algorithm.
AES algorithm has high security and can resist square attacks, side-channel attacks, penetration
attacks, meet-in-the-middle attacks, statistical analysis attacks, energy analysis attacks, etc.

AES Algorithm Encryption and Decryption. The encryption and decryption process of the AES
algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The AES algorithm operates in bytes, and the 16-byte data is represented
as a 4 ∗ 4 matrix according to the specified byte arrangement. The whole encryption process can be
understood as first performing AddRoundKey on the input 4 ∗ 4 plain text matrix P to get the state
matrix S, then performing ten iterations of functions, and finally getting the 4 ∗ 4 ciphertext matrix C
for output. Byte Subs, invShiftRow, Column obfuscation, and AddRoundKey are performed in turn
in the first and ninth iterations. There is no Column obfuscation in the tenth round compared to the
first nine iterations. The encryption and decryption process reverses the order of the round keys.
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Figure 2: Details of encryption and decryption process of AES algorithm. The row vector represents
16-byte data. Three 4 ∗ 4 matrices represent the plaintext matrix, state matrix, and ciphertext matrix
in turn. The flow chart at the bottom is the encryption process of Plaintext

Data Encryption. The application partitions the original data set and uploads them to the public
bucket, and the split data set needs to be encrypted. The application program partitions the data with
a block length of 128 bits and then encrypts the data based on The Cipher Block Chaining Mode
(CBC). Every 128 bits of data is represented as a stream in Line 3. Unlike the traditional CBC mode,
which uses the previous ciphertext block as the Initialization Vector (IV), we randomly generate an IV
for each data block to minimize the retention of original features. Due to the openness of IV, we splice
the generated IV with the ciphertext block and save it. After the AES encryption, the cipher data is
encoded into ASCII codes with BASE64 for data transmission. Algorithm 1 shows how to encrypt an
original image completely.

Algorithm 1: Image Encryption
Input: the original image IMAGE
Output: the cipher data RESULT
1: RESULT ← [ ]
2: while not end of IMAGE do
3: stream ← Read 128 bits of data
4: Randomly ← generate IV
5: cipher_data = AES_Encrypt(stream, IV)
6: tmp_data = BASE64_Encode(cipher_data + IV)
7: RESULT ←tmp_data
8: end while
9: return RESULT
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Data Decryption. We use the AES encryption algorithm in CBC mode, hence the decryption
process of the data in the application is basically the reverse process of encryption. After the worker
downloads the responsible data block from the S3 bucket, the data is first Base64 decoded. Then, it
decrypts the data every 144 bytes according to the key provided by the user. The first 128 bits are the
original data, and the last 16 bits are IV. Finally, the decrypted data is spliced.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we mainly design two scenarios of experiments to verify the overall performance
and data security of our designed application. The first one is training different models with different
training configurations. The second one is evaluating the efficiency and security of different encryption
algorithms.

3.1 Experiment Setup
Testbed. Our assessment uses the popular Function as a Service (FaaS) platform and Platform

as a Service (PaaS) platform, AWS Lambda, and AWS EC2 ECS. AWS EC2 ECS serves a local
training baseline that takes the full data set, while AWS Lambda is used to test the distributed
training performance. In our evaluation, AWS Lambda provides a maximum of 3008 MBytes memory
allocation for each serverless function. Its corresponding cloud storage service, S3, grants unlimited
bandwidth to concurrent access. According to the official guidance of Amazon, every 1 GB of running
memory allocated for a function on Lambda is equivalent to allocating 0.6v CPU. AWS EC2 ECS
provides many different configurations to meet various needs. In our evaluation, the purchased model
is the computing enhanced t3.xLarge, which is configured with 4v CPU and 16 GiB memory.

Dataset & Models. The data set used for our evaluation is the classic data set PennFudanPed [19]
in the field of object detection. PennFudanPed includes the original image, mask, and annotation. The
position and information of the person in the image are indicated in the annotation file.

We use the following ML models in our evaluation. Fast R-CNN is proposed based on R-CNN.
It eliminates the SVM classifier and bbox linear regression, places them in the integrated network, and
uses the ROI-pooling layer to convert RPs of different sizes into the same size to complete classification
and regression at one time. Mask R-CNN is composed of Fast R-CNN and semantic segmentation
algorithm FCN. The former completes the object detection task, and the latter can accurately complete
the semantic segmentation task. R-CNN with the model skeleton of MobileNet v2. MobileNet v2 uses
Inverted Research and Linear Bottlenecks and performs well in small-sample object detection models.
The batch size of the overall performance experiment is set to one. In addition, we commit another
experiment of R-CNN with MobileNet with different batch sizes to examine the performance. We set
the optimal learning rate for each ML model at 0.005 and the stop condition of training as the number
of iterations to compare the network performance under the same number of iterations. The epoch of
the training process is set to 3, which is enough for the comparison of different configurations.

3.2 Overall Performance
We compare the overall performance by running distributed ML training applications on Lambda

and training the ML model on ECS. Since the trained ML model involves Fast R-CNN, which
consumes more memory, the running memory on Lambda is uniformly set to a maximum of 3008 MB
to prevent memory shortage. The number of workers is set to 5, 7, and 9, which is equivalent to the
computing power of a 3v CPU, 4.2v CPU, and 5.4v CPU.
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Loss. In Fig. 3a, we draw the training loss line graph of each epoch of the three ML models. The
horizontal axis unit of the line graph is the epoch, and the vertical axis unit is the average loss. On
ECS, due to a large amount of training data, the loss of each ML model tends to be stable after an
epoch. On Lambda, the data set is partitioned, resulting in a relatively small data volume. The loss is
relatively large in the early training period but decreases quickly. It can be seen from the image that
the more workers, the greater the loss will be at the beginning of the training. However, as the iteration
progresses, it will soon decrease. The cutting of the data set does not affect the training loss of the
model. After multiple iterations, it can converge to the level of full data set training.

Figure 3: Comparison of overall performance of different configurations. The loss in Fig. 3a refers
to the average loss of each batch. The specific criterion is the gap between the predicted value of the
model and the actual value. The intersection-over-Union (IoU) in Fig. 3b is a concept used in object
detection. They are the overlap rate of the generated candidate box and the original marker box, that is,
the ratio of their intersection and union, and are commonly used standards to measure the confidence
of the detection results. The evaluation index used in the experiment is the Average Precision when
IoU is 0.50 to 0.95
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Accuracy. In Fig. 3b, we draw the global IoU of the three models with confidence levels of 50% to
95%. Regardless of the model, the best IoU indicators are obtained through model training on ECS.
This is not counterintuitive because ECS has a complete training data set. Each Lambda only has a
partial training set, and the weight of the overall training model is the integration of all local models.
In addition, the figure shows that the more workers, the less overall accuracy acquired. This is because,
with the decrease of the data set scale, each worker trains the model with less data, which causes the
degeneration of the overall accuracy performance. However, the test results on Lambda are not much
different from those on ECS, which is acceptable.

Time. As shown in Fig. 3c, the performance of distributed ML training applications is much better
than that of ECS in both training time and total time. Theoretically, the shortened time is linearly
related to the number of workers. Considering the aggregation time, synchronization time, and other
necessary start-up times, using distributed training does not reduce the running time linearly. However,
it is not difficult to see that distributed training still significantly reduces training time and total run
time. With the increment in the number of workers, more overall computing resources can be utilized
to train the model, leading to a minor training time and overall time.

Cost. According to the official pricing manual, our estimated cost is shown in Table 1. Cost on
Lambda mainly refers to the pricing of temporary storage and runtime pricing. When the running
memory is 3072, the running time cost per 1 ms is 5.0 × 10−8 USD. The cost of temporary storage is
3.7 × 10−8 USD per GB per second. At present, Amazon does not charge for the storage space and
communication of S3 bucket, so it does not need to be included in the bill. For the t3.xlarge EC2
instance we rented, its price is 0.2176 USD per hour. The traffic cost of EC2 instances is USD 0.01
per GB for the first 10 TB, and the cost of universal SSD storage is USD 0.08 per GB per month.
The size of the data set is 50 MB, and the storage volume we set is 10 GB. Since we can focus on the
implementation of a specific function on Lambda without paying for other hardware facilities, our
distributed application achieves better performance in terms of cost performance.

Table 1: Cost of different scenarios

Object Fast R-CNN Mask R-CNN R-CNN with MobileNet

Duration (s) Cost (USD) Duration (s) Cost (USD) Duration (s) Cost (USD)

5 workers 289.32 ∗ 5 0.1258 269.66 ∗ 5 0.1173 279.75 0.1217
7 workers 207.54 ∗ 7 0.1532 205.98 ∗ 7 0.1520 201.33 0.1486
9 workers 169.44 ∗ 9 0.1789 155.04 ∗ 9 0.1637 153.48 0.1621
ECS 1773.28 0.1770 1734.19 0.1731 1743.69 0.1740

Batch Size. As shown in Fig. 4, with the increment of batch size, the training process converges
slower, which is consistent with the theory. Besides, Fig. 4 shows that the training process with a larger
data set has a better loss performance, which corresponds with the analysis in the overall performance
experiment. Note that in the experiment with batch size set to 4, the demanding memory of ECS is
beyond the memory constraint of AWS Lambda, so the result is set to 0 in the figure. This is intuitive
because with the number of workers decreases, each worker needs more memory to storage the growing
partial data set.
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Figure 4: Loss of training R-CNN with MobileNet with different workers under different batch size
configurations

3.3 Data Security
Efficiency. In order to verify the advantages of our AES encryption algorithm in terms of encryp-

tion and decryption efficiency, we test the speed of the commonly used RSA-1024 algorithm, a widely
used security encryption algorithm based on the principle of large prime product decomposition, DES-
64 algorithm, which is a classical symmetric encryption method and AES-128 algorithm to encrypt
and decrypt the same data, and the result is shown in Table 2. AES algorithm and DES algorithm
are both symmetric encryption algorithms. The AES encryption algorithm exhibits a characteristic
where the size of the ciphertext is twice that of the plaintext, consequently leading to a commensurate
increase in the decryption time relative to the encryption process. In contrast, the DES algorithm
maintains equivalent sizes for both ciphertext and plaintext, resulting in equivalent encryption and
decryption speeds. It is noteworthy that RSA constitutes an asymmetric encryption algorithm. The
speed of RSA algorithm decryption is relatively slow, as the decryption process involves exponential
operation on large ciphertext, which requires more computational resources and time. In contrast,
encryption speed is faster because encryption only requires one modular exponentiation operation.
The speed performance of the RSA algorithm and DES algorithm for encrypting data is obviously
inferior to that of the AES algorithm. Besides, with the increment of the file length, the decryption
time grows exponentially, making it even slower. As for AES algorithm, it demonstrates notably swift
encryption and decryption speeds comparing with AES and RSA, irrespective of whether applied to
small or large file size.

Table 2: Comparison of algorithm encryption/decryption speed

Algorithm Minimal data 30 kb file time 100 kb file time 200 kb file time
Consumption (ms) Consuming (ms) Consuming (ms) Consuming (ms)

AES-128 0.31/0.60 2.81/5.63 9.36/18.86 15.75/31.44
RSA-1024 21/153 1515/13287 4291/74406 9218/369826
DES-64 1.90/1.94 12.68/12.69 33.14/33.10 57.72/57.65

Security. In order to measure and compare the security of encryption algorithms, we use the
brute force attack method to test the resistance of the RSA algorithm and the AES algorithm. It
can be seen from Table 3 that the performance of the AES algorithm is slightly worse than that
of the RSA algorithm, which is known for its security. However, considering its encryption and
decryption efficiency, these security losses are acceptable. The DES algorithm performs worst, making
it unsuitable for our method’s data encryption process.
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Table 3: Comparison of algorithm attacking speed

Algorithm AES-128 RSA-1024 DES-64

Attack time consuming (s) 4.895 6.354 0.034

4 Related Work

Deep Learning for Blasting Applications. The extensive application of deep learning has extensively
promoted productivity development in all walks of life, including some dangerous blasting industries.
Literature [20] proposed to utilize deep learning models to remain time to close tap holes for blast
furnaces. They adopt skip-dense layers to outperform the LSTM-based baselines in accuracy and
performance. A deep learning model Mask R-CNN [21] trained through images captured from real
blasting sites in Nui Phao open-pit mine is developed to evaluate the blasting results, expanding the
possibility of the automated measurement of blast fragmentation. Literature [22] combined a hybrid
deep learning-based computer vision method with a VMD algorithm for security detection of blasting
furnace bearings, which achieves remarkable calculation speed and accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis.
Literature [23] constructed a multi-hidden-layer neural network model and an LSTM neural network
model based on PyTorch and Keras framework to predict the failure mode of the RC (reinforced
concrete) columns under blast loading. Literature [24] adopted a convolutional neural network (CNN)
for training models that can distinguish tectonic earthquakes and quarry blasts. They also apply
different strategies due to different data sizes and yield high accuracy in seismic event discrimination
with raw waveforms. Literature [25] decreased the blast-induced vibration in a tunnel excavation
by deciding the initial setting of the MSP (multi-setting smart investigation of the ground and pre-
large hole boring) machine with a deep learning-based prediction model. To avoid overfitting while
training the model, they have applied several techniques like dropout, early stopping, and pretraining.
Literature [26] performed five artificial intelligent algorithms with deep learning models to predict the
flock phenomenon that is frequently appeared during the explosion in mining or construction projects.
They also assess the performance of the five models, and Harris Hawks optimization-based MLP
(HHO-MLP) achieves the best score. Our work aims to address the object detection tasks in blasting
sites to improve the blasting performance. We design and implement a distributed machine learning
training application for object detection models on a commercial serverless computing platform to
achieve this goal.

Distributed Machine Learning. Due to the complexity of the deep learning model and the explosive
growth of training data, the requirements of improving training speed and reducing model convergence
time can no longer be met on a single GPU on a machine. Therefore, distributed machine learning
is proposed to accelerate the convergence of the model by using the idea of parallel computing.
Distributed machine learning can be divided into data parallelism, model parallelism in data partition,
and model partition. A parameter server [27] is a typical representation of data parallelism. The
training is split into partitions and dispersed across workers, and each worker keeps a complete copy
of the model for local updates. The centric server is responsible for weight aggregation by collecting
the local weights from workers. However, due to the memory limitation of a single GPU, some giant
models cannot be trained on a single GPU, so it is feasible to divide the model into different machines
or GPUs for training, which is why model parallelism [28,29] plays an important role. Federated
learning has gradually attracted people’s attention and has become a new paradigm of distributed
machine learning for its privacy guarantee [30]. What’s more, compared with the implementation in
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the uniformly managed device cluster, building stronger computing power on the edge devices with
low configurations and more numbers to realize the parallel training of the model has been favored
by some researchers [31,32]. OSTTD [33] trains the task unloading model with the help of serverless
service. OSTTD is a novel task-offloading method for multi-tier computing networks. This method
addresses the challenges of offloading splittable tasks with topological dependence in complex and
dynamic systems. Our work implements a distributed DNN model training application on a serverless
computing platform, AWS Lambda, for the convenience of deploying and applying DNN applications
on dangerous industrial sites.

Serverless Computing. In the past decades, thanks to the development of virtualization technology,
cloud computing has gradually moved from the heavyweight Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to the
lightweight Function-as-a-Service (FaaS). At present, serverless computing has gradually attracted
the attention of researchers and engineers. Its main advantages include simplified development,
operation, maintenance processes, automatic scalability, and a “pay-as-you-use” billing mode. Server-
less computing has been widely used in computing-intensive or traffic mutation tasks, such as
machine learning training [14,34], video processing applications [35–38], etc. Sprocket [35] is a scalable
serverless framework deployed on AWS Lambda for multistage video processing, including video
encoding, decoding, and classification. Llama [36] extends Sprocket by enabling automatic parameter
determination to optimize resource configuration and heterogeneous hardware support (GPU) to
accelerate video processing. For machine learning, serverless computing can satisfy the requirements
of machine learning applications that parallel computing with high computing performance. FaaShark
[39] is an end-to-end network traffic analysis system based on a serverless computing platform that
provides valuable insights into the use of serverless computing platforms for network traffic analysis.
Siren [34] is a distributed machine learning training framework deployed on AWS Lambda and mainly
utilizes reinforcement learning to guide the resource configuration, including the worker number and
memory quota. Besides model training, serverless computing can be applied in model serving because
of its automatic scalability to handle workload variation. SSC [40] is a pre-warming and automatic
resource allocation framework designed explicitly for serverless workflows, which can reduce the cold
start rate significantly. Batch [37] provides an adaptive batch size specification when serving inference
requests to improve system throughput and resource utilization. Gillis [38] adopts model partition to
serve large models because of the memory limitation of serverless platforms, like AWS Lambda and
Aliyun Function. It provides two partition schemes to optimize execution time or cost, respectively.
In addition, introducing cloud computing into IoT devices has become a new direction of current
research. Our work applies AES encryption on data uploaded to a public bucket when utilizing the
serverless computing method, which improves the security of data significantly.

5 Conclusion

We design a distributed ML model training application for object detection in the blasting field
on FaaS, mainly including its communication mode, optimization algorithm implementation, data
storage, and synchronization mode. We also encrypt the data in the training process, effectively
reducing the exposure risk of user data stored on third-party platforms. We then implement our
distributed ML training application on Amazon Lambda, following which we conduct a series of
experiments to evaluate the overall performance. Our results indicate that our application can complete
ML model training faster and more economically, with a performance close to full data set training.
Our design of serverless computing DNN training framework is not only suitable for object detection
in blasting sites but also can be extended to other DNN tasks in different dangerous circumstances,
for example, image classification and image segmentation. Besides, with the improvement of services
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from serverless computing vendors, the framework can support larger models with more parameters
like YOLOv3 and SSD in the future.
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